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Nowell Releases Shalom Security Platform
Security Software Protects Corporations against Insider Threats, Identity Theft and Internal Fraud
Austin Texas—April 15 2009—Nowell today announced that it is releasing the Shalom Security Platform,
software that helps corporations protect their information assets against insider threats, internal fraud and
identity theft. Shalom Security Platform is a cloud-based security service that will help businesses manage the
financial risks associated with insider threats, fraud and identity theft. Shalom works using advanced techniques
in real time anomaly detection and intelligent multifactor authentication. Shalom is able to automatically learn
how users behave and it detects real time suspicious behavior by user account holders. It also prevents identity
theft, and identity phishing using intelligent authentication.
The Shalom security platform offers the latest developments in information security technology, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptive Anomaly Detection for Fraud detection
Scalability Support Allowing Solution to support up to 20,000 users per server
Redundant Backup feature that allows uninterrupted service in the event of server failure
Implementation of AES 256-bit Strong Encryption across product suite which is the standard for
protecting top secret and classified US government information
Improved Authentication Server that supports several languages including Spanish, French, English,
Romanian, Swedish and other Latin based languages
Improved Graphical User and Reporting Interface that uses the QT-GUI framework for advanced
graphical representation of real time internal security events
Implementation of a reliable cloud based infrastructure that allows clients to deploy solution using a
cloud/saas/hosted model for easier deployment

According to Omon Edeki, Chief Executive Officer of Nowell,
“Without a question, this is the most advanced and mature release to date. Enterprises both large and
small will immediately see improvements to their internal security posture by adopting the Shalom Security
Platform.”
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Nowell software focuses on preventing insider threats, identity theft and fraud by detecting high risk suspicious behavior.
Our software, Shalom Security Platform which is delivered as a secure service via the cloud, addresses identity theft, internal
fraud, and insider risk. Nowell’s products offer proactive internal risk management controls that enforce compliance with
regulations such as FFIEC Security, SOX, VISA-CISP,PCI Security Standard, HIPAA, and GLBA. Copyright 2009. All
rights reserved. http://www.nowellgroup.com

